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CURATEUR-in-chief
RACHEL ZOE
Letter from 

My Dearest Members,

 
Spring has always been a time of renewal and growth that encourages us 
to refresh all aspects of our lives. It is the perfect time to cleanse our bodies, 
minds and homes to make room for new and exciting possibilities.

This season’s selects were curated for you to elevate your everyday style and 
to help breathe new life into your beauty essentials and wardrobe. My hope 
is that each piece will make you feel like your most confident and glamorous 
self. There is endless beauty in knowing exactly who you are and believing in 
yourself and all that you are capable of. 

Please enjoy this season’s curation and thank you for your continued support.

With love always,



Jules Kae Zola Bag
Vita Fede Cassio Earrings
Hugh & Grace Renewing Night Serum
Illamasqua Beyond Powder
CHOICE ITEM:  
A. Teressa Foglia x CURATEUR Lynn Hat  
B. Vita Fede Cassio Ring Our

Curation
Our 5-piece curation provides the 
ultimate style and beauty essentials 
for this season of renewal.

Spring
What's Inside:  
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repair and protect the body from 
hormone disruption. The term 
‘clean’ doesn’t mean anything 
(there is no FDA definition); we 
created ‘hormone-safe’ to create 
a better standard of safety. Our 
products are safe for all ages and 
safe to use during pregnancy. We 
have a peer-to-peer sales model 
which allows for more education 
and discussion around the topic 
as well. We never imagined that 
chemicals found in most skincare 
products could impact our health 

so drastically. Hormone disruptors are 
linked to infertility, obesity, cancers, 
Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and many 
more diseases and disorders. There 
are simple swaps we can make to help 
reduce chemical exposure—skincare 
is a great first step.  
As you know, I am so in 
love with your products and 

I’m so excited to introduce the Night Serum 
in our spring curation. Can you tell us why 
you wanted to be a part of CURATEUR?   
We are thrilled to be part of Curateur! We knew in 
order for us to grow our mission of reducing chemical 
exposure, we needed to create incredible products that 
people loved for their performance. To be featured as one 
of Rachel’s favorite products shows that we were able to 
accomplish our goal of creating incredible, meaningful 
products. What is coming up next for Hugh & 
Grace - what products can we be excited for?  
In addition to our night serum, we also have a morning 
face serum, a body oil and a cleansing bar. Each of our 
products have multiple uses, are gender neutral and are 
safe for all ages—we want all of our products moving 
forward to have those same benefits. We’re working on 
a cleansing facial oil that can also be a makeup remover, 
shave oil and scalp treatment, as well as a lip treatment. 
Lots of exciting things ahead!  n

During their fourteen year fertility journey, Sara and Ben were shocked to 
learn how many beauty products contain hormone-disrupting chemicals. 
Armed with their newfound knowledge and a desire to protect others, they 
launched Hugh & Grace, a clean skincare line dedicated to the natural 
promotion of skin immunity, resilience and beauty. 

AT HOME WITH

Hugh & Grace ugh and Grace, named 
after the founders’ 
beautiful children, 
holds the values of 

family and health at its very core. 
The inspirational story behind 
the brand struck a chord with 
Rachel and Rodger, who are also 
investors in the company. Here, 
Rachel chats with them about 
the line. 
RZ: I was so moved by your 
story and inspiration behind 
your brand. Could you share 
with our members how Hugh & 
Grace came to be?  Hugh & Grace 
is very personal to us and has a 
mission we’re incredibly passionate 
about. Ben and I struggled with 
unexplained infertility for 14 
years before having our children, 
thanks to two incredible family 
members who volunteered to be 
our surrogates. Those years nearly broke us—we tried 
everything imaginable and spent all we had on fertility 
treatments without any success. During one of our 
rounds of IVF our doctor told me to avoid eating sweet 
potatoes because they could have an estrogenic effect and 
alter my hormone levels. That triggered something…if 
sweet potatoes could impact our hormones, what else 
could? We did a deep dive researching hormones and 
were shocked to learn that most personal care products—
including clean and non-toxic products—contain 
chemicals called hormone disruptors that do just that: 
disrupt hormones. Hormone disruptors are linked to 
infertility, as well as many other serious diseases that 
impact almost everyone.  After having our babes we 
knew we needed to create a solution that was based on 
a mission of helping people reduce chemical exposure.  
What does it mean to be 'hormone-safe'?  
We’re the first company to address hormone disruption. 
Not only do our products and packaging exclude 
hormone disruptors, but our products also help detox, 

H

“We never imagined that 
chemicals found in most skincare 
products could impact our health 

so drastically.”

WHY YOUR SKIN WILL LOVE IT
Crafted from a supercharged custom blend of 
plant-based, vegan and cruelty-free ingredients 
like rosehip, meadowfoam and blue tansy oils, 
the Renewing Night Serum moisturizes and 
fortifies skin while you sleep. The result is a 
strengthened skin barrier, stimulated collagen 
production and even skin tone.

The journey to restoring your skin from within.

V Visit hughandgrace.com to view the full assortment. Use code 
ZOE20 to receive 20% off your next order. Valid: 3/1-6/1

Featured Founders
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Product Spotlights

Jules Kae Zola Bag 
$95 Value

Hailing from New York, Jules 
Kae bags are designed for the 

trend-forward woman with a busy 
lifestyle. Anchored by strength and 

femininity, each style prioritizes 
versatility and longevity, and since 

they’re crafted from premier, cruelty-
free, PETA-approved vegan leathers, 

you can feel as good as you look. 

V Visit juleskae.com and use code CURATEUR15 
to receive 15% off your next order. Valid: 3/1-6/1

Built for the bold, Illamasqua’s creation 
was inspired by sub-culture, subversion 

and the re-definition of beauty 
conventions. The artistry-quality 

products are cruelty free and high-
impact for those who want to leave 

their mark. 

WAYS TO WEAR IT
Use a highlighter brush to swipe over the 
high points of your face, like cheek and 
brow bones, for a lit-from-within glow. 
Dust across collarbone and shoulders to 
create subtle illumination. Dampen an 
eyeliner brush to craft a modern, metallic 
line across your lids. 

 Illamasqua Beyond Powder 
$45 Value

JULES 
KAE

ILLAMASQUA

V Visit illamasqua.com and use code ILLAMASQUA10 to 
receive 10% off your next order. Valid: 3/1-6/1

HOW TO STYLE IT
Highlight the sculptural, crescent 
silhouette by wearing on the 
shoulder with a tailored blazer 
and wide-leg pants. For an off-
duty spin, the crossbody style 
pairs effortlessly with a slip dress 
and sneakers. 
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V Visit teressafoglia.com and use code CURATEUR to receive 
10% off your next order. Valid: 3/1-6/1

Championing quality over quantity, Teressa Foglia’s bespoke hat 
line is the result of her personal millinery journey that started in 
the south of France. Founded in her native New York, the coveted 
brand boasts elevated styles crafted from elegant materials. 

CHOICE ITEM:

A: Teressa Foglia x CURATEUR 
Lynn Hat 
$400 Value B: Vita Fede Cassio Pave Ring 

$250 Value

Vita Fede Cassio Earrings 
$388 Value

Marrying a modern aesthetic with 
an old-world attention to detail, 
each item is made by artisans from 
around the world. Founder Cynthia 
Sakai’s mission is to create beautiful 
pieces with a meaningful story, thus 
connecting people in a genuine and 
unexpected way. Direct from the 
artist’s workbench to the client’s 
closet, each of the modular styles are 
intended to be as useful as they are 
transformative. 

VITA FEDE

TERESSA 
FOGLIA

V To learn more, visit vitafede.com

Product Spotlights

WAYS TO WEAR THEM
These modular earrings can be 
detached and worn in a multi-
tude of ways. Pair the simplistic 
variation with a tee and jeans, or 
elevate your eveningwear with the 
intricate, tiered hoops. 

WAYS TO WEAR THEM
Pair with a monochromatic en-
semble for a statement-making 
moment, or dress it down with 
off-duty denim or a poplin dress 
and flat sandals. 
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aking on the Spring season with renewed 
clarity is a central goal for all of us. And who 
better to guide us gently towards our best 

selves than the gurus of overhaul, Clea and Joanna of 
The Home Edit. You might know them from their cult 
book, or their hit Netflix show that has even featured 
Rachel herself, but it’s their optimism, realness and 
commitment to owning whatever makes you, you, 
that’ll keep you coming back for more. Here, they chat 
with Rachel and share some spring cleaning tips. 
We are all so excited to have The Home Edit as 
part of the CURATEUR community this season. 
I’ve personally had the pleasure of knowing you 
both for a long time and would love to know why 
you wanted to partner with CURATEUR?
Why *wouldn't* we want to partner with CURATEUR? 
Rachel, we're honored! CURATEUR shares our same 
philosophy: When form meets function, that’s where 
the magic happens. It's our inspiration for everything 
we do! 
Clea and Joanna, you sparked an instant 
friendship and professional relationship shortly 
thereafter. How did you come together to build 
The Home Edit?
Well…we were essentially set up on a blind date by a 
mutual friend. She thought we had a lot in common 
(new to Nashville, Jewish, husbands both in the music 
industry, kids of the same age, wanted to start an 
organizing business) and the rest is history. We ended 
up going to lunch together and it was just instant. That 
same night, we came up with our company name, 
designed our logo, bought our domain, and registered 
our LLC. Organizers are nothing if not efficient. 
Looking back, it’s probably ill-advised to essentially get 
married after a matter of hours, but when it’s meant to 
be, it’s meant to be.
From your in-home services and Netflix show 
(which was so fun to be a part of) to your products 
and books, you two have grown such an empire! 
What advice do you have for other working 
mothers or other budding entrepreneurs?
There isn’t a one-size-fits-all process for starting a 
business. And our story is the perfect example!  Building 
a successful business doesn’t happen overnight and be 
prepared for everything that comes with that. There 
will be times when you feel completely lost without 
direction and that every decision you’ve made was 

a mistake. But then in a matter of a day, you feel on 
top of the world. It’s like anything in life: Trust your 
instincts, and surrender to the highs and lows. 
They say that the state of your room (or closet) 
is a good depiction of how organized your life 
is. What are your top 3 organizational tips that 
apply to any space?
-Start every project with an edit. This means removing 
every item from the space, grouping them into 
categories, and purging what you no longer want or 
need. Only then can you decide on a functional system 
that best fits your space and the items that live there 
-Items should be contained within designated zones. 
This not only makes items easier to find, but it also 
holds you accountable when you start exceeding the 
space 
-Uniformity and balance are both key. Having 
mismatched products can make a space look disheveled 
and disconnected. Determine the aesthetic of your 
home or space and let that style lead the way.
How are you maintaining organizational sanity 
with more time spent at home? Are you finding 
that your personal spaces are more important to 
you than ever before (because I totally am)!
Oh, absolutely! Even though the world is a mess, 
your living space doesn’t have to reflect that.   ➤   

T

“Even though the world is a 
mess, your living space doesn’t 

have to reflect that.”

CLEA &  
JOANNA  
GET DOWN 
TO BUSINESS

ROOTED IN THE BELIEF 
that functionality can—and 
should—be a representation 
of your personal style, The 
Home Edit founders have 
reimagined the world of 
home organization. With 
a thoroughly customizable 
approach, Clea and Joanna are 
living proof that following your 
intuition, in your closet and 
your life, is the key to success. 

Cover Story
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3. BASKETS 
& BINS

1.

Keep smaller items, like 
sunglasses and belts, in 
smaller containers. Ensuring 
everything has a home 
prevents unnecessary clutter. 

2.
Within every zone, color 
coordinate your items, even 
starting with the darkest 
and moving to lightest. It’s 
aesthetically pleasing so you’ll 
stick to it.

ZONES
Organize your clothing 
into categories and your 
closet into zones. Pair a 
category with each zone 
so everything is easy to 
locate. COLOR 

COORDINATE

Want the full story?
Visit CURATEUR.com

The top 3 takeaways to keep 
your closet in STYLE.

THE 
HOME 
EDIT
brings Rachel's 
dream closet to life.

Visit The Collective on CURATEUR.com to take advantage of these special offers.

MEMBER-ONLY BENEFIT. TERMS & CONDITIONS APPLY.

Servicing Your Lifestyle, Beyond the Box

Your CURATEUR membership now unlocks 
bespoke offerings and services through our 
network of inclusive brand partners as an 
added benefit to your membership. Check out 
our partners below!

HOW IT WORKS :
1. BROWSE PARTNER BRANDS

Visit The Collective page on 
CURATEUR.com to discover best 
in class services at up to $700 OFF.

Click the link below the brand. 
Enter the promo code at checkout 
to redeem your exclusive offers.

We’ll be adding new brands to 
The Collective, so check back for 
more!

2. REDEEM YOUR OFFER 3. CHECK BACK OFTEN

S A K A R A
E A T  C L E A N  E A T  W H O L E

OUR 
 PARTNER 
 BRANDS :

Organizing gives us something productive to do, rather 
than just refreshing our news feeds every five minutes. 
You also get the added benefit of simplifying your entire 
routine. When we’re in a space that functions well and 
looks beautiful, we feel calm and more in control. It all 
comes down to the systems we have in place - we live and 
breathe by them. When we’re in a space that functions 
well and looks beautiful, we feel calm and more in control. 
It all comes down to the systems we have in place - we live 
and breathe by them. 
In your own opinions, what makes a house a home?
A home consists of the items that make up your life. The 

things you want and the things you need. *How* you 
organize those items depends on how you access them - 
which is different for everyone! Making a house a home 
means customizing your systems and organizing for how 
you really live!
What is next for The Home Edit? 
We just launched two new product lines...RUME by The 
Home Edit (home and personal care products) and THE 
collection (organizational products sold directly through 
our website!) We're currently in the process of developing 
more products for these lines, which is very exciting!  n

Membership Perks
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Cult fitness instructor and 
founder of the 28-minute Bikini 
Body Guide, Kayla Itsines has 
created a wellness world that is 
equal parts approachable and 
empowering. Her beloved app, 
SWEAT, takes the challenge out 
of an at-home fitness program, 
delivering high impact results.  
 
V 2 months of SWEAT Free, 
then 20% off. Fitness goals are 
individual - with SWEAT the choice 
is in your hands. There's never 
been a better time to try SWEAT.  
 
Visit sweat.com to learn more.

By women, for women, Equilibria is 
a CBD brand designed for the female 
bodies’ unique cyclical changes and 
challenges, as a solution to the chronic 
pain and stresses we all experience.

V Receive 25% off on any Equilibria 
subscription purchase, and save an 
additional 25% off your first order using 
code CURATEUR at checkout. 

Visit myeq.com to learn more.

Grounded in science and anchored 
in the belief that microbes can play 
a systems-wide role in human health 
alongside diet, exercise, and lifestyle, 
Seed’s next-level synbiotic supplement 
will do you a world of good. 

V Not all probiotics are created equal.  
Receive 30% off your first month of the 
Daily Synbiotic monthly subscription, 
enter code CURATEUR30 at checkout. 
 
Visit seed.com to learn more.

SW
EA

T

A female-founded clean food 
service offering meal packages and 
products backed by cutting-edge 
nutrition science and traditional 
healing wisdom to give your 
body what it needs to thrive. 
 
V Light Your Inner Fire with 
20% off your first Sakara 
Life meal program with code 
CURATE20 plus more offers. 
 
Visit sakara.com to learn more. 

SA
K

A
RA

SEED

EQUILIBRIA

REJUVENATE YOUR 

Routine
HEALTH &WELLNESS

Membership Perks
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Brigette
Reimagine

Romanek
with

As we refocus ourselves for the new year, the CURATEUR team likes to source inspiration from our 
community. One such shining light, and friend of the CURATEUR family, is self-taught interiors maven 

Brigette Romanek who is undoubtedly one of the industry’s most sought after creatives. A master at 
blending soulful exuberance and fixed functionality, Romanek has more than earned her accolades —

which include making Architectural Digest’s AD100 list for three consecutive years. Deftly weaving the 
artistry of different cultures, rock influences and an intuitive sense of composition, she has accrued an 

unparalleled roster of clients around the world. With so much of our time spent at home, and a renewed 
appreciation for the personal oasis, there’s never been a better time to refresh your interiors. 

WALLPAPER This is a big one! Depending on the 
size of your space, wallpaper on all four walls can feel 
a bit intense for a smaller room. For a more modern 
and space-friendly approach, you can do it on just one 
wall. Accent walls create a mood, tell a story and bring 
vibrancy to the room.

PAINT will change the mood of a room 
instantly. What makes it new is the range of 
colors, paint textures, and even patterns people 
love to create on their walls now. You can do it 
all in a weekend.  

ART is your own personal expression and creates 
a feeling the same way everything in your house 
should. I believe your home should be your love letter 
to yourself, so it doesn’t need to be expensive and 
grand. It’s putting together artwork that you have a 
positive, calming and soothing response to. 

AREA RUGS There are a million options! 
They don’t have to be expensive. You can even 
find a vintage remnant of a rug that brings 
in a feel, a look, a vibe. Add one with a big, 
bold pattern or find something with just a 
bright color for fun. If you’re designing a calm, 
peaceful space, you can choose a more muted 
hue. Rugs make a room so much cozier.

ACCESSORIES can 100% 
transform a room. They can be 
anything from a sofa slipcover, 
pillows in various colors, candles 
and candlesticks, curtains or a 
combination of books. At the 
moment, I’m particularly in love 
with the simple addition of a 6’x9’ 
rug under the coffee table. I like 
to call these “little moments” that 
you’re creating.

1.

2.

3.

5 4.

5.
energizeyour

space

TIPS TO

Curated Community

©Ye Rin Mok

©Douglas Friedman

©Douglas Friedman

©Anson Smart 
1918



Access the entire selection of curated items at up to 60% OFF retail value on CURATEUR.com

The Shoppe:
SPRINGedit

Created by Lauren Parrish Walker, the 
collection embraces a classically cool vibe 
with styles that transcend the seasons. Her 
mission is to surround loved ones in knitwear 
to create a connection to their own warmth, 
confidence, & willingness to simply be.

Kate Spade New York
12 Month Journal Set $36.00 $26.99

Striped Pouch $30.00 $21.99
Stylus Pen, Floral Dot $28.00 $18.99 

Notepad Folio, Let’s Talk Shop $40.00 $29.99

Marc Jacobs Beauty 
Re(cover) Hydrating Coconut 

Lip Oil $29.00 $19.99

Apotheke 
Charcoal Candle $38.00 $24.99

LAWLESS 
Soft Matte Liquid Lipstick $25.00 $14.99 

(Shades are George and Prince)

Lanolin 
Golden Dry Skin Miracle 
Salve $17.95 $10.99

B-Low The Belt  
Camille Wrap Belt $70.00 $19.99

Karuna 
Hit Refresh Masks $18.00 $12.99
Hydrating+ Face Masks $42.00 $29.99
Oh Glow On Masks $18.00 $12.99

Sweaters
with a SOUL

Sunny Cardigan 
$285.00 $159.99

Joy Crewneck Sweater 
$245.00 $139.99

Prima  
Bath Gem $16.00 $10.99

Gold Scarf Mask $95.00 $76.00 
(Black & Ivory)

V Text CURATEUR to 76687 to be the first to hear about 
new Shoppe drops, exclusive offers, and more!

Electric Picks 
Dylan Bracelet $68.00 $46.99
Camelot Necklace $128.00 $89.99
Hendrix Hoops $78.00 $54.99
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Available in The Shoppe on 
CURATEUR.COM   

V 
Visit Bastide.com and receive 
30% off sitewide by using code 

MIEL30 at checkout.

Offer excludes Gift Sets. Terms & 
Conditions Apply. Offer is only valid 

until April 30, 2021.

Miel de Lavende & Ambre Soir 
Hand Cream, $12  
 
Perfectly sized to go everywhere, 
this tube is filled with a deeply 
nourishing formula, with 
Provence olive oil, lavender 
extract, and shea butter. 

Beauté D'Argile Purifying Clay 
Mineral Mask, $60  
 
We call this “Beauté d’Argile,”  
we want everyone to enjoy the 
beauty secret of the French  
Roussilon Clay, that gives your 
skin  an unforgettable detox, 
leaving it smooth and never 
stripped.

Luxuriously Simple. 
Naturally Potent.

Bastide, a house of beauty and well-being anchored in                
Aix en Provence. Our beauty philosophy is based around 
simple, quintessential virtues – plenty of water, plants, light, 
and balance. None of the nasties. No questionable ingredients.

A.M. Add some polish to your everyday 
ensemble with the simple addition of thoughtful 
accessories. Style the Jules Kae Zola crossbody 
bag with your favorite go-to denim and add flair 
with Vita Fede’s tiered hoop earrings. Finish with 
the Teressa Foglia x CURATEUR Hat to keep 
your face protected from the sun in style. 

P.M. Illuminate skin with a dusting of 
Illamasqua’s Beyond Powder for a lit-from-

within glow, use the crossbody strap to secure 
the Jules Kae Zola bag into the elevated croissant 
silhouette for extra drama. Detach and stack your 

Vita Fede rings for a touch of glamour and toss a 
statement jacket over a printed maxi dress.

TIPS TO STYLE YOUR 
SPRING CURATION

DAY 
NIGHT

to
Styling Story
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Join The  CURATEUR  Community
Sign up to receive insider updates sent right to your inbox.    

@CURATEUR   |   CURATEUR.com


